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ABSTRACT
Ultimate Cavity Dynamics of Hydrophobic Spheres Impacting on
Free Water Surfaces
Mohammad Mujtaba Mansoor
Cavity formation resulting from the water-entry of solid objects has been the subject of
extensive research owing to its practical relevance in naval, military, industrial, sports
and biological applications. The cavity formed by an impacting hydrophobic sphere
normally seals at two places, one below (deep seal) and the other above the water surface
(surface seal). For Froude numbers

, the air flow into the resulting cavity is

strong enough to suck the splash crown above the surface and disrupt the cavity dynamics
before it deep seals. In this research work we eliminate surface seals by means of a novel
practice of using cone splash-guards and examine the undisturbed transient cavity
dynamics by impact of hydrophobic spheres for Froude numbers ranging
. This enabled the measurement of extremely accurate pinch-off heights, pinch-off
times, radial cavity collapse rates, and jet speeds in an extended range of Froude numbers
compared to the previous work of Duclaux et al. (2007). Results in the extended regime
were in remarkable agreement with the theoretical prediction of scaled pinch-off depth,
and experimentally derived pinch-off time

for

.

Furthermore, we investigated the influence of confinement on cavity formation by
varying the cross-sectional area of the tank of liquid. In conjunction with surface seal
elimination we observed the formation of multiple pinch-off points where a maximum of
four deep seals were obtained in a sequential order for the Froude number range
investigated. The presence of an elongated cavity beneath the first pinch-off point
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resulted in evident "kinks" primarily related to the greatly diminished air pressure at the
necking region caused by supersonic air flows (Gekle et al. 2010). Such flows passing
through second pinch-offs were also found to choke the cavities beneath the first pinchoff depths causing radial expansion and hence disappearance of downward jets.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
For the past century water entry problems have been the subject of extensive research
due to their practical relevance to naval, military, industrial, sports and biological
application. In this matter, studying the cavity formation produced by water-entry of
spheres can be related to those produced by water entry of torpedoes, skipping of boats,
coating of solids (dip-coating method), water entry of swimmers and oars for rowing, and
walking on water surfaces by insects.
Worthington & Cole (1897, 1900) and Worthington (1908) were the first to investigate
cavity formation and splash characteristics produced by spheres impacting onto liquid
surfaces using single-spark illumination photography. Following their work, Mallock
(1918), Bell (1924) and Ramsauer (1927) provided further descriptions of the observed
cavity characteristics. von Karman (1929) and Wagner (1932) investigated forces
generated during sliding water impacts being particularly relevant to applications in
seaplane landing, stone skipping (Rosellini et al. 2005) and sea-ship loading (Faltinsen
1990).
The first sets of quantitative results were presented by Gilbarg & Anderson (1948),
Richardson (1948), May & Woodhull (1948, 1950) and May (1951, 1952) who
investigated sphere impacts with water surfaces with an emphasizes on the influence of
atmospheric pressure, overall impact forces involved and the effect of the sphere surface
state on the observed cavity and splash characteristics. Moghisi & Squire (1981) used a
novel technique and embedded a piezo-electric transducer inside spheres to measure
impact forces on the sphere for depths up to a distance of one sphere radius beneath the
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water surface. Brennen (1970) presented an analysis of fully-developed hydrodynamic
cavities behind spheres, cut-away spheres (hemi-spheres) and ogival-shaped bodies. Lee
& Low (1990) provided further data by performing experiments for water entry of ogival
bodies at various inclined angles.
Glasheen & McMahon (1996a) highlighted biological water-entry applications by
illustrating how basilisk lizards utilize leg impact generated inertial forces to walk on
water surfaces. Glasheen & McMahon (1996b) further investigated these water entry
forces by impacting disks on water surfaces. Hughes (1972) analyzed wedge water-entry
problems, Toussaint et al. (1989) studied drag on swimmers and recently, Coppel et al.
(2008) investigated drag on rowing oars during water entry-exit, implicating the
applications of water entry problems in the sports industry.
While some studies Korobkin & Pukhnachov (1988), Miloh (1991), Thoroddsen et al.
(2004) have presented a detailed analysis of the initial stages of contact between the
impacting solid and liquid, some have investigated the ensuing transient cavity
characteristics (Birkhoff & Isaacs, 1951), which this study also aims to examine in
further detail. Figure 1 presents a series of images at 12ms intervals showing the cavity
formation and collapse after the impact of a 12.5mm radius hydrophobic sphere with
water at a speed of

. It shows the cavity in the wake of the falling sphere

to take the shape of an hour-glass which eventually narrows down to a collapsing point,
also known as the ‘pinch-off’ point. Immediately after pinch-off the cavity separates into
two parts, one attached to the upper surface of the sphere and the other to the water
surface. While this happens, two oppositely facing liquid jets also originate from the
pinch-off point. One of these travels down the lower cavity and collides with the upper
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surface of the sphere and the other travels upwards, reaching heights generally greater
than the sphere’s dropping height from the water level.

Figure 1 Images at 12ms intervals showing the impact of a 12.5mm radius hydrophobic
sphere at
with a free water surface. First image is shown at 21.3ms after
impact.
With further developments in theoretical models and high-speed imaging technology,
the recent and most remarkable works of Duez et al. (2007), Duclaux et al. (2007),
Aristoff & Bush (2009), and Marston, Vakarelski & Thoroddsen (2012), have lead to a
much better understanding of transient cavity characteristics in the context of sphere
surface condition and in the case of Truscott& Techet (2009ab), rotating sphere motion
with respect to water surface.
Duez et al. (2007) investigated the effect of sphere wettability and liquid properties on
the threshold velocity (U*) of cavity entrainment, degree of splashing and the resulting
noise. The threshold impact velocity for cavity formation was identified to have constant
value of approximately 7.4m/s up to an (advancing) static contact angle of

on

the impacting body. Beyond this static contact angle the threshold velocity decreased
rapidly. For fixed sphere wettabilty impacts with different liquids, U* was found to be
proportional to the capillary velocity (ratio of liquid-vapor surface tension to liquid
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viscosity). In contrast, sphere diameter and gas pressure had no effect on the threshold
velocity. Super hydrophobic spheres were identified to create a big splash at any impact
velocity
Duclaux et al. (2007) performed an experimental and analytical analysis of transient
cavity dynamics produced by spheres and cylinders, impacting at velocities above the
entrainment value. Two different analytical models were proposed, one constraining the
cavity radial velocity to zero relevant to cavities created by long cylinders and the other
having a non-zero radial cavity velocity applicable to those created by spheres. Analytical
models were found to be in fair agreement with experimental results. For spheres, the
evolution of the reduced depth location (
reduced neck location (
be

,

), the reduced crater size (

) and the

) as a function of the Froude number were found to
and

, respectively.

Aristoff & Bush (2009) experimentally and theoretically investigated the impact of
small hydrophobic spheres at low bond numbers. They obtained four different cavity
types as the Weber number was increased gradually and categorized them into quasistatic, shallow seal, deep seal and surface seal regimes. The solution to a modified
Rayleigh–Besant problem served as the foundation of the analytical mode presented.
Experimental and analytical results for shallow and deep seal regimes were found
different in the near-surface region due to the exclusion of the longitudinal component of
curvature. In addition, the assumption of a purely radial velocity potential prevented the
modeling of ripples at the cavity surface also known as the classic Rayleigh–Plateau
instability. An additional splash curtain model was also presented in conjunction to the
cavity model.
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Marston, Vakarelski & Thoroddsen (2012) conducted a noval series of experiments
investigating the impact of Liedenfrost spheres. Hot spheres of different materials and
sizes were impacted with fluorinated liquid to create an inverted Liedenfrost effect or an
ultimate non-wetting scenario. While cold spheres were reported to form no cavities at
low impact speeds, Liedenfrost spheres produced extremely smooth cavities owing to the
absence of a contact line. If the sphere temperature was lowered or the impact speed
increased a dual cavity structure was obtained due to physical contact at the equator.
Contact line characteristics for cold sphere entry was also analyzed where the initial
vertical striations along the cavity surface change into ripples originating just above the
contact line after the sphere travels few diameter lengths into the water. No discernable
difference was obtained in cavities produced by cold and Liedenfrost spheres at high
impact speeds. Pinch-off and surface seal times obtained for Liedenfrost spheres were in
agreement with values obtained for cold spheres in archival literature.
Truscott & Techet (2009a) examined the impact of spinning spheres. Spheres of
various densities, sizes and revolution rates were impacted with water to reveal the
formation of a fluid wedge across the center of an asymmetrical cavity. For constant
impact velocities and increasing sphere spin rates the pinch-off depths were observed to
increase slightly whereas the sphere arc-length position at pinch-off point remained the
same. At a constant spinning rate but increasing impact velocities and sphere mass ratios,
these parameters were observed to increase significantly. An increasing spinning effect,
generally tended to increase lift and decrease drag forces. For a typical run, the overall
lift coefficients reached maximum values and the drag coefficient, minimum values, at or
close to the pinch-off points. The drag coefficients were found to be a minimum for all
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sphere experiments at a spin parameter (Strouhal number) value of 0.3.
Truscott & Techet (2009b) analyzed the impact of half hydrophobic and half
hydrophilic coated spheres and noticed a striking similarity to data obtained for spinning
spheres. They concluded that the cavity formation and sphere trajectory obtained for
spinning spheres could be duplicated by impact of non-spinning half-half coated spheres.
In addition to these studies, several other recent works have been published pertinent to
the field of water-entry problems. Gekle et al. (2008) performed a numerical and
experimental investigation of impacting cylinders to obtain the closure depth of cavities
as a function of the Froude number. They identified two asymptotic regimes separated by
discrete jumps and accounted them to the formation of unavoidable capillary waves.
Gekle et al. (2009) investigated the Worthington jet formation after the impact of
circular disks with water. They highlighted the importance of radial energy concentrated
along the cavity walls which collide to drive flow at the base of the jets and hence feed
them. An analytical model describing the jet base dynamics was also presented which
was found to be in good agreement with experimental and numerical data. In a particular
parametrical range, the mechanism described here was also expected to be responsible for
jets created by impact of droplets with liquid surfaces, (Marston & Thoroddsen, 2008).
Gekle & Gordillo, (2010) further investigated Worthington jets and revealed the jet
structure to consist of three phases being: the accelerating region, the ballistic region
(constant velocity region) and the tip region (jet breakage into droplets). They furthered
their model presented in Gekle et al. (2009) to determine the jet shape and the size of
droplets separated at the jet tip. The results obtained by this model were also shown to be
valid for jets emanated from underwater nozzle bubble-pinch-offs.
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Gordillo & Gekle, (2010) analyzed the “tip region” of Worthington jets in further
detail and realized the droplet breakage to be dependent on the deceleration of the
capillary liquid tip rather than perturbations originating from an external noise source. In
addition, the process could be described as a function of the dimensionless Weber
number,
is the liquid density and

. Where,

is the initial jet radius,

is the local strain rate.

is the surface tension.

Bergmann et al. (2009) investigated the controlled impact of disks on water surfaces
for Froude number less than 200. Experimental results were obtained up a limited range
of Fr ≤13.6 due to the increasing effect of the “surface seal” on the obtained cavity shape
at high Froude numbers. For this purpose, numerical simulations performed for Froude
numbers up to a value of 200 omitted the presence of air. High speed particle image
velocimetry was performed to analyze flow around the cavity which agreed with results
from numerical simulations. A simple model predicting the transient cavity
characteristics was also presented.
Yan et al. (2009) developed a matched asymptotic theory complemented by a non
linear numerical model to predict the transient cavity characteristics for 3-dimensional
bodies in a low Froude number regime. Results from these methods were found to be in
good agreement with past experimental results and experiments conducted for sphere
impacts.
Aristoff et al. (2010) performed an experimental and theoretical investigation of
impacting spheres having low densities. This caused a decelerating effect on spheres and
the resulting cavity characteristics were observed to change drastically in four major
aspects as the densities were decreased: 1. Cavity closure depth decreased, 2. Total cavity
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depth decreased, 3. Distance between pinch-off point and sphere depth at cavity closure
decreased, 4. Time to cavity closure decreased.
In related experiments. Shi et al. (2000) conducted an experimental investigation to the
analyze supercavitation brought about by high-speed water-entry of projectiles at 342m/s.
Though these impact speeds were close to those investigated by Gilbarg and Anderson
(1948) and May (1952), the use of improved imaging and illumination equipment
identified several new features including the “pull-away” of the cavity beneath the water
surface.
Marston, Vakarelski & Thoroddsen (2011) investigated bubble entrapment by impact
of spheres on quiescent liquid surfaces for a large range of Reynolds number (0.2 ≤ Re ≤
1.2×105). They found the existence of a small volume of air sheet entrapped between the
sphere bottom tip surface and surrounding liquid which peels sideways at low Reynolds
numbers and contracts to form a bubble at Re ≥ 1000. The bubble radius was observed to
either increase, decrease and stay constant with respect to sphere diameter, impact speed
and liquid viscosity, respectively.
When a hydrophobized sphere impacts a water surface beyond a certain impact
velocity or equivalently, the Froude number

, the air flow into the

resulting cavity can be strong enough to suck the splash crown above the surface. The
splash converges to unite at the center, which is known as the “surface seal”. Droplets
from the seal then enter and collide with the cavity interface formed beneath the liquid
surface, distorting the cavity walls (May, 1952) and making it difficult to examine the
accurate pinch-off depths. This phenomenon has discouraged past studies to
experimentally investigate cavity closure depths at high Froude numbers and instead have
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resorted to theoretical (Birkhoff & Isaacs, 1951, Lee et al. 1996) and numerical methods
(Bergmann et al. (2009) which cannot predict exceedingly accurate results. Duclaux et
al. (2007) presented an experimental analysis of cavity dynamics up to a maximum
Froude numbers of 300. For Fr > 100 , being the surface seal region, the ratios of cavity
pinch-off depth to sphere depth at pinch-off were measured to have highly scattered
values as a function of the Froude number. Using an analytical model the reduced neck
location was concluded to have a constant value of 0.5.
Furthermore, for experiments performed at low bond numbers (Aristoff & Bush 2009),
a scatter in pinch-off times was recorded where the surface seals occurred prior to deep
seals. Marston, Vakarelski & Thoroddsen (2012) identified surface seals in cavities
produced by impacts of Liedenfrost spheres to occur for Fr > 50 and reported a scatter in
scaled pinch-off depth value measured in this regime due to cavity distortion created by
the incoming surface seal spray. In addition, for Fr > 200, the cavities were reported to
surface seal and be pulled beneath the surface before the occurrence of pinch-off. The
resulting change in internal cavity pressure and hence dynamics in addition to the
distorted cavity shape made it more difficult to record the precise pinch-off points in this
regime.
Gilbarg and Anderson (1948) showed the surface seal phenomenon to influence cavity
growth and was dependent mainly on atmospheric pressure, impacting object velocity
and, for small projectiles or low velocity impacts, surface tension forces as well. They
found that a decrease in atmospheric pressure and impact velocity resulted in a decreased
Bernoulli pressure

on the splash sheet which in turn increased the time to surface
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seal. The reduced atmospheric pressure was predicted to have little effect on the cavity
formation due to a small influence in the corresponding governing equations.

1.1 Thesis objectives
The inability of these past studies to provide an accurate set of experimental data for
cavity dynamics produced by spheres impacting at high Froude numbers has demanded
the need for a novel method to delay or prohibit the "surface seal" phenomenon ,which
does not significantly affect the cavity formation or ensuing dynamics. In light of this
problem, the objective of this study was to develop a new mechanism for avoiding cavity
surface seals obtained for hydrophobic sphere impacts at Froude numbers beyond a value
of 100, (Duclaux et al. 2007). Carefully placed hollow and conical-shaped plastic
obstructers were used to barricade and direct the surface splash radially outwards.
Exploiting this technique we acquired the formation of extremely clear cavities with no
interference from the incoming surface-seal splash droplets. This resulted in highly
accurate measurements of pinch-off depths, pinch-off times, radial cavity displacement
profiles and jet speeds in the "ballistic region" (Gekle & Gordillo, 2010) for an extended
range of Froude numbers in comparison to Duclaux et al. 2007.
In addition to this research problem, studies have not been conducted to investigate the
effect of geometrical confinement on cavities produced by projectile impacts. This
phenomenon again is of importance to several military, naval, industrial, biological and
sports applications including the entry of ballistic missiles to a confined liquid space of
target, slamming of boats and seaplane landings in slim canals, avoiding air entrainment
during dip-coating operations, creatures walking on confined water spaces, drag on
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swimmers and rowing oars in narrow channels. In light of these applications, this study
also aimed at investigating edge effects on the cavities produced by impact of
hydrophobic spheres. To this end, the cross-sectional area of the impact tank was
decreased which lead to the formation of sequential multiple pinch-offs, for the
experimental range of Froude numbers investigated.
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Chapter 2
Experimental details
In the series of experiments conducted in this research, spheres with a hydrophobic
coating were dropped from a range of heights, precisely aligned to pass through the
surface seal obstruction entrance holes. This section discusses in detail the apparatus
used, spheres and coating techniques, tanks and their role in exerting wall effects, release
and surface seal prevention mechanisms, height adjustment, imaging equipment and
processing and lastly, the control of variables involved.

2.1 Apparatus

Electromagnetic release
SA-5 high speed camera

Imaginary axis
Surface seal
obstruction

Steel sphere
Height adjusters
Fibre-optic light
sources

Water level

Perspex tank
Diffuser paper

Figure 2 Schematic of the experimental set-up
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A schematic representation of the experimental setup is shown in figure 2.
Hydrophobized Steel spheres were attached to an electromagnetic release system.
Perspex tanks with inner dimensions of 20cm

20cm

80cm and 50cm

50cm

80cm were filled with de-ionized water and positioned exactly beneath the spheres.
Custom built truncated hollow cones attached to support beams were placed on top of the
tanks and positioned in the line of sphere trajectory at a variable distance above and
below the water level using height adjusters based on sphere radius and impact speeds.
Upon switching the electromagnet off, the sphere fell freely under gravitational
acceleration and passed through the hollow truncated cone hole before impacting the
liquid surface at

. The cavity formed in the wake was made visible using

dispersed light via a diffuser screen, emanated from four Sumita 350 W metal halide light
sources placed behind the tank. Full-view and close-view videos at a respectable
15000fps were recorded using the "Photron FASTCAM SA-5" high-speed camera and
saved to a storage medium for subsequent examination. The recording duration was long
enough for manual triggering. The camera was equipped with Nikon 20mm, 55mm and
105mm lenses based on the field-of-view needed. Plastics sheets were used prevent
splashing around the experimental area. The tank water temperature was measured to be
the same as the room temperature being 22°C.

2.2 Spheres and coating
Steel spheres of three different sizes having diameters
density

and roughness

μ

,

were hydrophobized using

"Glaco Mirror Coat zero" (Soft99 Corp. Co., Ltd, Japan), a commercially available water-
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repellent coating, originally designed for car mirrors. Before any new steel sphere could
be deemed fit for performing experiments, a close examination for surface contaminants
and smoothness was carried out. These could be in the form of rusty surface patches,
foreign chemical surface deposition and surface voids/scratches, shown in figure 3.
Hence, the sphere surface had to have a uniform color tone and free from any visible
scratches or voids. As a precaution each sphere was cleaned with ethanol, rinsed with
water and dried immediately. All spheres were handled using gloves and attached to the
electromagnetic system after final inspections.

Rusty patches

Surface scratches

Chemical deposition

Clean

Figure 3 Shows the types of sphere surfaces usable and non-usable for experiments
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The hydrophobic surface properties were achieved by dipping these spheres in a glaco
mirror coating solution. This solution is manufactured by a Japanese company originally
meant to prevent wetting by rainfall on car window panels. After the spheres come out of
the solution, they undergo a series of treatment illustrated in figure 4, before being ready
for impact. First, all excessive coating solution accumulated at the tip of the sphere in
form of a droplet is soaked using an absorbing tissue tip. The sphere is then dried using a
blow of air followed by a humidification process. This causes the hydrophobic layer to
become uniform leading to smooth cavity formations upon impact with water. Finally, a
last blow of air is given which dries the humidified surface. At any point during this
coating process careful measures were taken so as to prevent any physical contact with
the spheres.

Dipping in hydrophobic solution

Blow drying with air

Solution accumulation at tip

Humidification

Soaking excess solution at tip

Blow drying with air again

Figure 4 Procedure to coat spheres with a hydrophobic layer
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2.3 Tanks and edge effects
As one important aspect of this study was to examine the effect of geometrical
confinement on the cavities formed, different sizes of tanks were used to compare results
with and without the presence of edge effects. As a rule of thumb, the distance from the
tank wall to sphere edge at impact site has to be at least 10times greater than the sphere
diameter to avoid wall effects. Since the largest sphere sized used had a diameter of
2.5cm, tanks measuring inner dimensions of 50cm

50cm

80cm were used to acquire

results without the influence of edge effects. On the contrary, tanks measuring inner
dimensions of 20cm

20cm

80cm were employed to obtain results under the influence

of edge effects. Images of these tanks are provided in figure 5(a & b) The tanks were
made of Perspex material having a 2cm thickness for each wall, allowing them to be
transparent and light yet sufficiently strong to contain at least 200 liters of de-ionized
water. Negligible refractive effects accountable to this Perspex thickness were ignored.
The tanks were positioned such that the sphere point of impact was exactly at the
center of tank cross-sectional area. The center-bottom of the tanks was reinforced with a
layer of stainless steel and plastic (shown in figure 5(c)), to avoid any damages incurred
by high speed impacts.

2.4 Release mechanism
The electro-magnetic mechanism used for releasing steel spheres is shown in figure 6.
The system consists of two parts, one being an electromagnet consisting of coils wrapped
on the inside of a hollow spherical iron disk and second being a 240V AC to 12V DC ad-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Steel plate

Plastic plate
Adhesive duct tape

Figure 5 Shows the (a) 20cm × 20cm × 80cm tank, (b) 50cm × 50cm × 80cm tank and (c)
close-up view of the base reinforcement.

(a)
Electro-magnet

Steel arm

(b)

Movable stand
Connecting wire
Railing

Switch

Adapter

Figure 6 The electromagnetic release mechanism which includes the (a) electromagnet
and (b) AC-DC adapter

-apter. The electromagnet was mounted on the arm of a movable stand for sphere height
adjustments while the adapter was placed on a platform approximately 0.5m high from
ground level. Long, flexible and light weight wires were used to connect the adapter to
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the electromagnetic, for the purpose of supplying 12V DC current to a range of adjustable
sphere heights up to 6 meters. In order to release the spheres, the adapter switch had to be
turned off manually.

2.5 Release height adjustment
As mentioned earlier, the electromagnet was mounted on the arm of a movable clamp
which could be fixed at any point on an optical rail. Optical rail pieces, each weighing
approximately 30kg, were G-clamped to a 3-story-high iron frame to form a longer
railing as observed in figure 7. In order to attach the spheres, it was necessary to use the
ladder to the side of the iron frame. The entire coating/hydrophobizing procedure was
then carried out when the sphere was in position.

2.6 Surface seal prevention mechanism
Duclaux et al.[1] describe the shape of the surface ejecta sheet to have a bell shaped
structure which unites at the center line, causing a spray of droplet to enter and disrupt
the cavity shape. This phenomenon is also called as the "surface seal". For Fr > 100
surface seals occur before the cavity-pinch-offs which makes it difficult to obtain
accurate pinch-off data. If one could obstruct this sheet from unifying and instead direct
the flow outward, the results would be an undisturbed series of events from cavity
formation to its subsequent collapse. The technique devised in this research to implement
this idea will be described in this section.
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Electro -magnet

Railing
Connecting wire

Impact tank

G-clamp

Ladder No. 1

Iron frame
Resting platform No.1

Resting platform No.2

Ladder No. 2

Figure 7 The release height adjustment mechanism

2.6.1 Surface seal obstruction
The ejecta sheet was obstructed using a carefully placed truncated hollow plastic cone.
Spheres with high impact speeds were aligned to pass through holes in these cones and
the resulting ejecta sheet was directed radially outwards along the inclination of the
conical surface. Figure 8 illustrates these events using a series of images taken at 7.14ms
intervals for a 10mm radius sphere impacting with a velocity of 8.4m/s in a (50×50)cm2
cross-sectional area tank.
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1 cm

Figure 8 Images depicting surface seal obstruction at 7.14ms intervals for a 10mm radius
sphere impact at 8.4m/s in a (50×50)cm2 cross-sectional area tank.

2.6.2 Obstruction positioning
Each cone was attached to four support beams which had L-shaped edges on one end.
These edges were made with precise dimensions to slot fit onto the outer edges of the
tank in order to keep the cone fixed in a given position and its hole aligned with the line
of the falling sphere trajectory. Figure 9(a) shows such a cone held at the center of the
tank by its supporting beams.
A portion of the ejecta sheet was observed to enter through the clearance between the
cone hole and the sphere, resume its path to unite at the centerline and cause a certain
amount of cavity disruption. To prevent this unification, the distance between the base of
the cone and the water level has to be varied in a specific relation to the ejecta sheet evol-
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(a)

Supporting beam

(b)
L-shaped end
Height adjuster

Figure 9 (a) Supporting beams holding a cone at the center of the tank.(b) Height
adjusters
-ution rate, in turn related to the sphere impact speed. For all sphere sizes with impact
speeds of up to 4.41m/s, the cone base was placed at a distance of 2mm above the water
level. However as the impact speeds were increased up to 8.04m/s, this distance was
continually increased to 2mm, 3mm and 4mm below the water level for 15mm, 20mm
and 25mm diameter spheres, respectively. Small height adjusters (figure 9(b)) were
placed beneath the cone support beams, in order to maintain the optimum separation
distance for clear cavity formation. All truncated hollow cones had a thickness of 2mm
and an upper diameter of 100mm. In contrast, the lower diameter was dependant on the
sphere diameter allowing a 5mm radial clearance for the sphere. Thus as an example, for
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a 15mm diameter sphere the inner cone diameter of the lower base had to be 25mm
(Appendix , figure 46). Instead of submerging cones into the water surface level to
prevent the occurrence of surface seals an alternative approach would be to reduce the
radial clearance between the sphere diameter and the cone holes. However this method
cannot be used since the spheres can digress from trajectory by a few millimeters during
each fall which would require an instantaneous and complicated alignments system.

2.7 Imaging equipment, capturing and processing
2.7.1 Imaging hardware
The Photron FASTCAM “SA-5” high speed camera was utilized for performing flow
visualization in the series of experiments conducted in this research. Figure 10 shows an
image of the Photron SA-5 camera during usage. An SA-5 high speed camera can record
full resolution images (1024×1024 pixels) at a rate of 7500frames per second. If the
recordable image resolution is decreased to (64×16) pixels, images can be recorded at a
maximum of 1 million frames per second. Hence, the larger the resolution of recorded
images, the lower is the maximum rate at which they can be captured. Table 1, shows a
list of these maximum imaging frame rates captured at their respective image resolution
in pixels. It also shows a summary of how the captured image resolution at its maximum
acquisition rate affects the duration of the recorded video. The camera can be set to shoot
at a minimum shutter speed of 1μs. The internal data storage capacity of 16 gigabytes on
the SA-5 model used in this study allowed recording significantly longer videos then the
8 gigabyte model. We used "Center" triggering in which the camera’s memory is
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constantly refreshed with data in a loop until triggered to stop. Triggering can be
performed manually using an external push button (TTL) switch linked to the SA-5’s
operating software known as the ‘Photron FASTCAM Viewer’.

Figure 10 Photron FASTCAM SA-5 high-speed camera.

During a typical experiment, the user keeps one hand on the electromagnet switch and
the other on the trigger for the high speed camera system. When the electromagnet is
switched off, the sphere falls and impacts the water surface at which point the external
trigger button is pressed. The use of the "center" triggering system then captures events
both before and after the trigger. As a human’s reaction occurs a few milliseconds after
hearing an impact sound of the spheres with water, a user in reality triggers the camera
when the sphere has impacted and travelled a few centimeters into the water. This
explains the significance of both camera memory and the "center" triggering system
which helps to record all events during a typical impact experiment.
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Frame rate
Maximum resolution
Recorded duration
(fps)
Horizontal
Vertical
Time(sec)
Frames
1000
1024
1024
21.84
21,841
7000
1024
1024
3.12
21,841
7500
1024
1000
2.98
22,365
9300
1024
800
3.01
27,956
10,000
1024
744
3.01
30,061
15,000
960
528
3.01
45,182
20,000
832
448
3.07
61,443
30,000
768
320
3.11
93,189
50,000
512
272
3.29
164,452
75,000
320
264
3.61
271,097
100,000
320
192
3.73
372,758
150,000
256
144
4.14
621,264
300,000
256
64
4.66
1,397,845
420,000
128
64
6.66
2,795,690
525,000
128
48
7.10
3,727,587
775,000
128
24
9.62
7,455,175
930,000
128
16
12.02
11,182,762
1,000,000
64
16
22.37
22,365,525
Table 1 SA-5 specifications listing the maximum imaging resolution for the
corresponding frame rates.

2.7.2 Imaging software
For the Photron high speed camera series, the ‘Photron FASTCAM Viewer’ operating
software is used to setup up imaging features, record images and, subsequently, perform
data reduction techniques. For fast data transfer, an ethernet cable is used to connect the
camera to a computer which has the FASTCAM Viewer installed. The software on the
computer is run a few minutes after the camera is switched on. This allows sufficient time
for the camera to sync with the computer for data transfer before the software can utilize
the connection for controlling and recording purposes. Following this, a user has access
to an instantaneous view captured by the camera and can make adjustments to the
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camera’s imaging settings based on its position and the available lighting conditions to
obtain the desirable results. The most important of these settings include the camera’s
shutter speed, frame rate, resolution, triggering method, calibration, saving options and
recording options.
Once the camera is ready and set to record in a "center" triggering mode, it fills half of
its memory in loop ( i.e. constantly refreshes) until triggered to fill the other half when
the sphere impacts the water surface. Using the playback options, the user can then
observe and select the most important series of captured images stored in the camera’s
16GB internal memory. The selected range of images can then be saved to an external
hard disk drive. Figure 11 shows a screenshot of the Photron FASTCAM viewer software
for viewing, selecting and saving sections of the recorded videos. Once enough data has
been collected, the FASTCAM Viewer software is used manually for performing data
reduction. The data reduction method is described in detail in a later section.

2.7.3 Camera black shading calibration
When a user records a high speed sequence of images having a certain specified frame
rate or shutter speed and then records a different set of images with a different frame rate
or shutter speed, he/she might notice a portion of the pixels to have noticeably different
black level shadings. The pixels which were part of the previous imaging resolution will
appear brighter than the ones which are included in the new resolution setup. This
phenomenon is a common shading calibration problem associated with high-speed
cameras which can have a drastic effect on the recorded image quality. The ‘FASTCAM
Viewer’ software utilizes a ‘shading’ calibration option to fix this issue. It is imperative
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Figure 11 Screenshot of the Photron FASTCAM software for video playback.

to close the camera lens cover before activating the software process. This procedure was
strictly followed in this research work before recording high speed images with different
resolutions. In addition, shading levels were also calibrated for images with the same
resolution after every five experimental runs.

2.7.4 Lighting setup
Lighting plays a very important role in capturing clear and crisp images. If a fast
moving object has to be recorded in each frame without any blurriness, the camera
shutter speed has to increase significantly. This naturally allows less light to enter for
each frame recorded and result in dark images. Therefore, it is important to light up the
subject as much as possible in order to compensate for the reduced exposure times and
result in bright, high resolution images. Figure 12 shows results from two different
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experimental runs where one image is recorded at a shutter speed of 20μs and the other at
a shutter speed of 200μs. The image recorded at a high shutter speed results in a much
sharper image than the one recorded at a lower shutter speed where one can easily notice
the sphere and cavity edges to be fuzzy.

(a)

(b)

Figure 12 Imaged recorded at a shutter speed of (a) 20μs and (b) 200μs

In the series of experiments performed in this research, up to four Sumita 350 W metal
halide light sources were employed to light up the impact tank from the rear. A diffuser
screen was used to disperse this light and create a more uniform intensity across the fieldof-view. Figure 13 shows a typical optic-fibre guided light source. The lights, impact
tanks and the camera have to be positioned such that the light is dispersed evenly on the
cavities formed by sphere impacts. The optic-fibre guided lights are set to an optimum
power level to provide sufficient lighting to capture crisp images at high shutter speeds
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yet not so powerful that the diffuser screen is not able to scatter the light to a required
extent and create overexposed patches on the recorded image.

Figure 13 Sumita 350 W metal halide light source

2.7.5 Full-view and close-view imaging
While the obvious cavity characteristics such as the cavity pinch-off and sphere heights
and maximum radial cavity distances can be examined using full view imaging, the
evolution of intricate structures occurring at small scales at the pinch-off point cannot be
investigated accurately. For this purpose these spots were viewed in much further detail
using close-up imaging. Different lenses, lighting conditions and camera positions are
used for each of these methods.
The 20mm Nikon lens was utilized for capturing full-view images having a
(384×1016) pixel resolution Images at a respectable 15,000 frames per second and a
shutter speed (exposure time) of 20μsec. Since the subject of investigation in this case
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was large, up to four 350W metal halide light sources were employed for lighting
purposes.
The 55mm and 105mm Nikon micro lenses were used for close-up views. Images
having a resolution of (576×1016) pixels were recorded at 10,000 frames per second at a
shutter speed (exposure time) of 20μsec. Due to the small area of the subject under
investigation a single 350W metal halide light source was sufficient for illumination.
Compared to the full-view experiments, the camera was positioned much closer to the
impact tank due to focusing limitations.

2.7.6 Pixel calibration, validation and data reduction
For the experimental investigation conducted in this research, the sequential series of
images recorded are the sole source of experimental data. Since the accuracy of this data
and hence that of the derived results is very important, the methodology to obtain raw
results from the sequential images captured has to be precise. For a particular image, this
relies entirely on the accuracy of the pixel to unit length ratio known as the pixel
calibration. The pixel calibration for a given camera and tank orientation can be
determined if the captured images incorporate an object of known dimensions (the sphere
in this case) which can be related to their corresponding recorded resolution in pixels.
Figure 14 shows the pixel calibration of an impacting sphere image. Here, a circle is
imposed marking the outline of the sphere in an otherwise elliptical figure, caused by a
small volume of air attached to the upper tip of the sphere as it travels down in the water.
The total number of pixels aligned in a line to span an entire diameter of the circle are
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counted using the "FASTCAM Viewer" and divided by the diameter length of the circle
to obtain the pixel-unit length ratio.

235 pixels
25mm

235/25 = 9.4 pixel per millimeter

Figure 14 Pixel calibration of a 12.5mm radius sphere image

Once the pixel calibration value is obtained, it could be utilized to determine the
distance between any given numbers of point objects at an image and at any time for a
sequence of images using the ‘Photron FASTCAM’ imaging software. For example, the
number of pixels between any two points can be counted and divided by the pixel
calibration value in order to obtain the distance in between. The same procedure can
repeated at another frame to determine the change (if any) in distance between any two
points with time. The frames elapsed during this change can added up and divided by the
recording speed in frames per second to determine the time elapsed.
Similarly, the displacement of a single point on an object e.g. the sphere’s lower tip
could be analyzed in a series of images to determine its instantaneous velocity. The total
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pixels moved in a given time could be divided by the pixel calibration to calculate the
distance covered per unit time.
In order to validate this image-derived sphere impact velocity and hence the pixel
calibration value, the calculated velocities are compared to those obtained by theoretical
means. Since the dropping height of each sphere was physically measured using a
measuring tape rule, the equations of motion were used to obtain the exact impact
velocities. For example, if the dropping height is 0.868 meters and the sphere falls from
rest, then using:

Where

and
/s.

The experimentally calibrated impact speed for the same dropping height was
4.112m/s which is very close to the theoretically obtained value of 4.126m/s. This
validated method of obtaining distance and time and velocity data readings from the
recorded images was sufficient to produce primary results which included the pinch-off
heights, sphere heights at pinch-off points, time to pinch-offs, sphere impact velocities
and radial cavity collapse rates and jet speeds.

2.8 Control of Variables
Several experimental variables were encountered in this research which needed
constant attention at all times. Firstly, splashing from ejecta sheets caused the cones to
become wet and lead to an accumulation of the water in the form of hanging drops at the
edges of holes. As the spheres passed through these cone holes at high speeds, the
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following air flow detached the water droplets from the cone and caused them to enter the
cavities created beneath creating distortion. To prevent this phenomenon the cones had to
be dried before each run. Secondly, beyond a certain sphere impact velocity, the ejecta
sheet which was directed radially outwards had enough kinetic energy to reach outside
the tank boundaries. This caused the water level to gradually reduce with each run which
had to be checked and maintained for consistency. To aid in this purpose and prevent
splashing inside the experimental area, plastic sheets were attached to the tank’s upper
edges.
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Chapter 3
Results: Pinch-off
3.1 Summary of qualitative features
Figure 15 shows the difference in cavity formation (a) with surface seal and (b) with
obstructed surface seal for a hydrophobic 10mm radius sphere impacting in a large
(50×50)cm2 cross-sectional area tank at a low velocity of 3.68m/s. In addition, figure 16
shows a similar series of events occurring at a higher sphere impact velocity of 8.4m/s.
In both cases, the distance from the tank wall to the sphere was greater than ten
diameters, ensuring no edge effects to be in operation. Both series show that it is possible
to obtain clear and undistorted cavities at low and high impact velocity by shielding the
surface seal using cone guards.
Accordingly, figure 17 represents pinch-off images of cavities obtained by impact of a
10mm radius hydrophobized sphere in a large tank measuring 50cm

50cm

80cm for

various Impact speeds: (from left to right)
In (a), the sphere impacts onto an open tank, whilst in (b),
the surface seal was eliminated by using the cone splash-guard .
From these images it can be readily observed that the cavity pinch-off is only welldefined for low impact speeds (

). Beyond this, the surface seal induces a fine

spray of droplets into the cavity, which destroys the smooth appearance and renders the
pinch-off depth difficult to measure precisely. In stark contrast, when we employ the
cone splash-guard, the surface seal is eliminated and the cavity pinch-off can be located
for all impact speeds. The other major discrepancy noted is the cavity being engulfed
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beneath the surface for impact speeds greater than 6.40m/s, which was not observed for
the “guarded” impact cases. As such, we can extend the measurements of cavity pinchoff into a higher regime of impact Froude numbers than previously reported, which will
enable us to provide a more thorough examination of the scaling given by Duclaux et
al.(2007).

(a)

(b)

Figure 15 Sequence of images at 14.73ms intervals showing cavity formation by
impact of a hydrophobic 10mm radius sphere impacting in a (50×50)cm2 crosssectional area tank at 3.68m/s in the case of (a) surface seal and (b) guarded surface
seal. For both series the first image is taken at 6.66ms after impact.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 16 Sequence of images at 14.266ms intervals showing cavity formation
by impact of a hydrophobic 10mm radius sphere impacting n a (50×50)cm2
cross-sectional area tank at 8.4m/s in the case of (a) surface seal and (b) guarded
surface seal. For both series the first image shown is taken at 6.66ms after
impact.
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Figure 17 Pinch-off
images images
of (a) surface
seal and (b)seal
non-surface
seal cavitiessurface
for a
. Pinch-off
of (a) non-surface
and (b) conventional
10mm radius hydrophobic sphere with chronological impact speeds of (from left to
right)
.
A (50×50)cm2 cross-sectional area was used to eliminate wall effects in both (a) and
(b).
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3.2 Geometrical confinement-wall effects
Figure 18 shows the cavity formation for shielded surface seals by impact of a
hydrophobic 10mm radius sphere in a smaller tank measuring 20cm

20cm

80cm, at

(a) a low velocity of 3.68m/s,(b) a high velocity of 8.4m/s. In these cases, the distance
from the tank wall to the sphere is less than ten sphere diameters, allowing wall effects to
be in operation. The two series can be compared to those shown in figure 15(b) and 16(b)
to note the differences in cavity formation with and without the presence of wall effects
at a low and high sphere impact speed. For both impact velocities, we notice the lower
half of the cavities to be more elongated than those obtained without the influence of
geometrical effects. At a high impact velocity, the pinch-off depth in fig18(b) is much
lesser and irregular compared to that in figure 16(b) and the lower cavity half has curvy
nature.
Figure 19. shows pinch-off images for (a) surface seal and (b) shielded surface seal
cavities produced by impact of 10mm radius hydrophobic steel spheres in 20cm

20cm

80cm tank at various impact velocities:
. A comparison with those in figure 17, (a) & (b) revealed
noticeable changes in the reduced neck location and engulfing effects. In the surface seal
event the cavities were found to be pulled beneath the surface at impact speeds greater
than 5.076m/s as opposed to 6.40m/s in the unbounded case. Secondly, pinch-off heights
in the shielded surface seal case were reduced due to compression from side walls and
exact pinch-off points were found to be less smooth at the highest impact velocities of
and

. The first pinch-offs were followed by a second, third and

even fourth depending on sphere radii and impact speed. Curves in cavities segments
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below the pinch-off points show the formation of these pinch-offs further examined in the
next sections.
Furthermore, unlike smooth cavity pinch-offs observed in the absence wall effects with
surface seal elimination (figure.17b) for all sphere

impact velocities investigated,

irregular "kinked" first cavity pinch-offs were obtained for corresponding cavities at
impacts speeds above 5.075m/s under the influence of wall effects (figure.19b).

3.3 Cavity pinch-off depth
Figure 20 shows plots of pinch-off depth versus impact velocity of cavities produced
by impact of various hydrophobic sphere sizes with and without surface seal shielding
(a) without and (b) with wall effects showing that, for the unbounded case, surface seal
leads to an upper limit for the pinch-off depths, whereas the guarded entry pinch-off
continues to increase with impact speed. Figure 21 Shows results for the scaled pinch-off
location

as a function of the Froude number for different sphere sizes
(a) without and (b) with edge effects. Results in (a) were

obtained from tanks measuring 50cm
from tanks measuring 20cm

20cm

50cm

80cm while (b) shows data obtained

80cm.

Duclaux et al. found a constant value of

close to a value of ½ obtained

theoretically. Contrary to this, the results shown in (a) and (b) reveal a different trend for
with increasing Froude number for both surface seal and non-surface seal impacts.
For Froude values

in figure 21(a),

values for all three sphere

sizes in the guarded and free case increased gradually from 0.39 to 0.43. For this range of
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(a)

(b)

Figure 18 Series of images showing cavity formation under geometrical influence by
impact of a 10mm radius hydrophobic sphere in a (20×20)cm2 cross-sectional impact
tank. (a) shows images at 15.6ms intervals for Vo = 3.68m/s and (b) shows images
17.86ms intervals for Vo = 8.4m/s. For both series the first image shown is taken 6.66ms
after impact.
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Figure 19 Pinch-off images of (a) surface seal and (b) non-surface seal cavities for a
10mm radius hydrophobic sphere with chronological impact speeds of (from left to
right)
.A
2
smaller tank having a (20×20)cm cross-sectional area was used to have wall effects in
both (a) and (b).
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Froude numbers, the surface seal occurs after pinch-off, rendering the data sets for free
and guarded impacts indistinguishable.

3.3.1 Influence of surface seal
From figure 20(a) we notice the surface seal shielding in the absence of geometrical
effects to result in an almost linear increase in pinch-off depth with increase in sphere
impact velocity. When the surface seals are not shielded, the increase in

values

diminishes for impact velocities Vo > 2.81m/s and becomes virtually constant for Vo >
5m/s In this range, surface seals occur before pinch-offs which then restricts the internal
pressure in the cavity (as no more air can enter) thus limiting the pinch-off depth.
In case of the dimensionless analysis presented in figure 21(a), this range corresponds
to Froude numbers

, for spheres radii

respectively. Here,

,and

values decline from 0.43 to 0.32 as the Froude

numbers increase.
When the surface seal is shielded, the scaled pinch-off depth gradually increases
throughout the entire range of Froude numbers studied as air can flow into the cavity and
result in an unrestricted internal pressure. The values of

at the maximum Froude

number studied here were 0.510, 0.488 and 0.4585 for sphere sizes of
, respectively. These values agree remarkably well with the
theoretical prediction of the ½ law made by Duclaux et al.(2007).
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3.3.2 Influence of geometry
In contrast to figure 20(a), the inclusion of edge effects in figure 20(b) and shielding
surface seals does not result in a linear relationship between pinch-off depth and sphere
impact velocities. Pinch-off depths in this case are comparatively lower to those when no
wall effects are present for impact velocities
obstructed,

. When surface seals are not

values become relatively lower to values obtained when surface seals are

shielded for

, where surface seals occur before pinch-offs.

The non-dimensional analysis under the influence of geometrical effects presented in
figure 21(b) shows the trend in
different from

values as function of the Froude number to be very

those obtained in the “unbounded” case in figure 21(a). Here,

the

separation in data obtained in the case of surface seals and shielded surface seals is rather
lost as the data sets essentially lie on top of each other and thus follow the same
qualitative trends observed in figure 19. On the contrary, when geometrical effects are
absent, there is a clear distinction in results for surface seal and shielded surface seal
cases as observed in figure 21(a).
For spheres having a radii
maximum

values

of

0.418,

,
0.394

and

for impacts in a 20cm

0.384
20cm

values reached
at

Froude

numbers

80cm tank.

3.4 Cavity pinch-off time
Figure 22. plots pinch-off times ,

(ms) against Froude numbers for (a) unbounded

and (b) confined boundaries for sphere sizes of

= 7.5,10 and 12.5mm. Results for exp-
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Figure 20 Plots of pinch-off depth versus impact velocity for cavities produced by impact
of various sizes of hydrophobic sphere with and without surface seal shielding (a)
without (b) with geometrical influence. Experiments in (a) used (50×50)cm2 tanks while
those in (b) used (20×20)cm2 cross-sectional area tanks.
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Figure 21 Hp⁄H as a function of the Froude for surface seal and non-surface seal cases (a)
without and (b) with the geometry influence for different sphere sizes. Experiments in (a)
used (50×50)cm2 tanks while those in (b) used (20×20)cm2 cross-sectional area tanks.
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-eriments in (a) were performed in a (50×50)cm2 cross-sectional tank while those in (b)
used a (20×20)cm2 cross-sectional tank.

3.4.1 Influence of surface seal for unbounded case
Analyzing the shielded surface seals case in figure 22(a) we observe the pinch-off
times to be clearly independent of the sphere impact velocity and dependent only on
sphere radii. Constant pinch-off times of
spheres of radii

,

and

and

were obtained for

. These agreed remarkably well with

the cavity pinch-off times for hydrophobic sphere impacts determined by Duclaux et al.
(2007) as 56.95, 65.77 and 73.53ms for the 7.5, 10 and 12.5mm radius spheres,
respectively, using

.

When the surface seals are not shielded, there is a marked decline in pinch-off times
for Froude numbers

. A maximum reduction of 31.09%, 26.14% and 18.34% in

pinch-off times occurs for spheres sizes of

mm, at Froude numbers

, respectively.

3.4.1 Influence of geometry
For constrained geometry (figure 22b), with the small tank size of (20×20)cm2 crosssection, the pinch-off times at low Froude numbers were in good agreement with those
found for the unbounded case using the (50×50)cm2 cross-sectional tank. However,
beyond a threshold of approximately

, we found that the surface-seal pinch-off

times again decreased, whilst the non-surface seal pinch-off times actually increased from
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the low-Fr values. This is in stark contrast to previous observations. The increase in time
is seen for all sphere sizes, with the largest increase observed with the 12.5mm sphere,
which

represents

the

most

constrained

geometry

with

.
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Figure 22 Cavity pinch-off time as a function of the Froude number for surface
seal and shielded surface seal cases in (a) unbounded and (b) confined geometry
influence for different sphere sizes. Experiments in (a) used (50×50)cm2 tanks
while those in (b) used 20cm2 cross-sectional area tanks.

Chapter 4
Results: Evolution of multiple pinch-offs
We show the existence of second, third and fourth cavity pinch-offs by impact of a
10mm radius sphere at 8.4m/s under the influence of edge effects in figure 23. The series
of images show how the cavity necks at given positions in a sequential order to result in
multiple pinch-offs. In this section we will analyze the dynamics of each of these pinchoff points with respect to sphere impact speed and radius in further detail.

1st

2nd

4th
3rd

5.46ms

13.86ms

2.933ms

Figure 23 The occurrence of second, third and fourth cavity pinch-offs obtained by
impact of a 10mm radius sphere at 8.4m/s in a (20×20)cm2 cross-sectional tank. The
surface seal was shielded and time interval between images have been marked. The first
image shown was taken at 77.8ms after impact.
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4.1 Observations of double, triple and quadruple pinch-offs
4.1.1 Qualitative results for secondary pinch-offs
The onset of the secondary pinch-off occurred at different impact speeds for each
sphere size. For sphere radii of

these impact speeds were

found to be

, respectively. The secondary pinch-offs

were only found to occur in constrained geometries for the shielded surface seal impacts
at high Froude numbers.
Figure 24 shows Images of second cavity pinch-off points produced by impact of
(left to right) in a (20×20)cm2

various sphere sizes at

cross-sectional tank. Physical observations here indicate that both the cavity’s volume
and pinch-off height increase with sphere radius as well as impact speed.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 24 Shows the second pinch-off points for various sphere radii
, each with impact speeds of
(from left to right). The surface seal were prevented from occurring and a (20×20)cm2
cross-sectional tank was used to induce wall effects.
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4.1.2 Qualitative results for third pinch-offs
Figure 25 shows the evolution of the third cavity pinch-off after the occurrence of
second pinch-off for a 10mm radius sphere impacting at

in a (20×20)cm2

cross-sectional tank. After the second cavity pinch-off we observe the bottom half of the
cavity to collapse at a specific point, being the third pinch-off. We also note the cavity
above the 3rd pinch-off to neck at a certain position, indicating the birth of a fourth pinchoff which will be discussed further in the next sections.
A comparison of the third pinch-off cavities produced by impact of different sphere
sizes at an impact velocity of

is shown in figure 26. A (20×20)cm2 cross-

sectional tank was used and the surface seals were shielded. Among the distinct
differences noted here firstly include the increase in third cavity pinch-off heights with
increase in sphere radii. Secondly, the cavity above the third pinch-off points elongates
significantly more as the sphere radius increases.

2nd

3rd

Figure 25 Images at 3.2ms intervals showing the development of the third pinch from a
second cavity pinch-off, obtained at an impact velocity of Vo=7.54m/s for a sphere
radius of Ro=10mm. A (20×20)cm2 cross-sectional area tank is used and the surface seals
are shielded. The first image is recorded at 89.6ms after impact.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 26 . Third pinch-off points obtained for sphere radii of
having an impact speed of Vo= 6.40m/s. A (20×20)cm2
cross-sectional area tank is used and the surface seals are shielded. Images are recorded at
100.01ms, 113.06ms and 129.46ms from impact (left to right).

4.1.3 Qualitative results for fourth pinch-offs
Figure 27 shows the images of fourth pinch-offs obtained by impact of a 12.5mm
radius sphere with impact speeds increasing from

(left)

(right). Here we show the collapse of the necking region in cavities right
above the 3rd pinch offs points found in the previous section and refer to them as the
"fourth pinch-offs".
In this set of images shown for different impact velocities , we classify the order of
pinch-offs based on their origin, rather than their time of occurrence. Examining the
images we observe an enlargement of the cavity below the fourth pinch-off as the sphere
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impact speed increases. As this happens the time period (marked on figure 27) between
the occurrence of third and fourth pinch-offs to gradually reduces up to a point such that
both pinch-offs occur at the same time. From our images we see this point to occur at an
impact speed of 7.353m/s for a 12.5mm radius. After a further increase in impact speed
the "third pinch-off" occurs after the "fourth pinch-off" to result in a swap of pinch-off
orders if a time based ordering system were to be used.
In summary, a threshold velocity exists for each sphere size at which the “fourth pinch
off" point, in terms of depth below the surface and time of occurrence can actually pinchoff before the “third pinch-off". For the 12.5mm radius sphere this was found to be Vo =
7.353m/s for a (20×20)cm2 cross-sectional area tank.

4.2 Quantitative results for double, triple and quadruple pinch-offs
4.2.1 Quantitative results for secondary pinch-offs
Figure 28 shows the second pinch-off depth (H2p) versus sphere impact velocity
obtained by impacting different sphere sizes in a (20×20)cm2 cross-sectional tank. The
second cavity pinch-offs commence at impact speeds of
, for sphere radii of

, respectively. In addition,

we observe the second pinch-off depths to increase linearly with increase in impact
velocities beyond
Data for (a) scaled second pinch-off depth,

(mm) and (b) pinch-off times,

versus Froude number for impacts of different sphere sizes is shown in figure
29. A close examination here shows the scaled pinch-off depth to have a linear relations-
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10.6ms

2.33ms

0ms

-0.86ms

4thPinch-off

4thPinch-off

4thPinch-off

3rd Pinch-off

3rd Pinch-off

25mm
m/s

m/s

m/s

m/s

Figure 27 Images of fourth pinch-off points produced by impact of a 12.5mm radius
sphere with impact speeds of
(left to
2
right). A (20×20)cm cross-sectional area tank is used and the surface seals are shielded.
Fourth(4th) pinch-off points and their time of occurrence after the third(3rd) pinch-offs
have been marked. Images have been recorded at 138ms, 132ms, 130ms and 129.63ms
from impact(left to right).

-hip with Froude number for each sphere size.

values stay fairly constant, slightly

rise and rise with increase in Froude number for sphere radii of 12.5mm, 10mm and
7.5mm. Hence, the degree of increase in
intensifies with decrease in sphere radius.

values with increase Froude number
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Analyzing second pinch-off times versus increase in Froude numbers in figure 29(b),
we again note a linear relationship. Second pinch-off times were found to slightly
increase, stay constant and decline respectively for the 12.5mm, 10mm and 7.5mm radius
sphere, with increase in Froude numbers. The decline in second pinch-off times with
increase in Froude numbers intensifies with decrease in sphere radii.
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Impact velcoity, Vo (m/s)

Figure 28 Second pinch-off depth versus sphere impact velocity obtained by impact of
various sphere sizes at various speeds in a (20×20)cm2 cross-sectional area tank. Surface
seals were eliminated in all cases.
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Figure 29 The (a) scaled pinch-off depth (H2p⁄H) and (b) the pinch-off time t2p(ms) for
the second pinch-off as a function of the Froude number produced by spheres of
different sizes. Surface seals are shielded and a (20×20)cm2 cross-sectional tank is used.
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4.2.2 Quantitative results for third and fourth pinch-offs
Figure 30 shows the third and fourth cavity pinch-off depths as function of the impact
speed for different sphere sizes. Spheres were dropped in a (20×20)cm2 cross-sectional
area tank and the surface seals were shielded. From the plots we notice the pinch-off
depths to increase linearly with increase in sphere impact velocities. For any given impact
velocity greater than 6.4m/s, the third pinch-off depths obtained increase by an
approximately equal increment for every 2.5mm increase in sphere radius. For example
at Vo=7.54m/s, the

values increase by approximately 90mm for every 2.5mm

increase in sphere radius. Contrary to this, results for the fourth pinch-offs are found to
exhibit a weak dependence on radius.
Figure 31 illustrates results for different sphere sizes in the form of (a) the scaled
pinch-off depth,

and (b) the pinch-off time,

versus the Froude number for

the third and fourth cavity pinch-offs. Data has been presented for the non-surface seal
case and cavities are produced by sphere impacts in a (20×20)cm2 cross-sectional area
tank.
Studying the

graphs we notice a systematic trend in results with increase

in sphere radius and impact speed. At the onset of the third pinch-off, the scaled pinch-off
depth is found to be approximately constant with values of 0.74385, 0.7516, and 0.7549
for sphere sizes of

, respecticely. This leads to an average

constant value of 0.75 irrespective of sphere size. In general the values of

for all

spheres sizes after and including the onset point were found to be within a range of 0.750.80. In the case of the 10mm and 12.5mm sphere radius,

takes an approximately

constant value of 0.79 and 0.76, respectively. For the 12.5mm radius sphere, we noticed
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earlier that the third and fourth pinch-offs swap places if ordering is done based on pinchoff times. This phenomenon has accordingly been represented by dashed lines while the
main (colored) lines represent an ordering system based on spatial origin. From these
colored lines we observe a minute decrease in

values for the 12.5mm radii sphere.

For the experimental range of Froude numbers investigated, fourth pinch-offs were
found to occur only for the 10mm and 12.5mm radius spheres starting at Froude numbers
of 579.6 and 282.88, as shown in figure 32(a). Examining results for the 12.5mm radius
sphere, a slight increase in

values is observed when the fourth pinch-off occurred

before than the third pinch-off. The rise was found to occur from an average value of
0.588 to 0.6314. For the 10mm radius sphere, the fourth pinch-off still occurred after the
third pinch-off for the experimental range of Froude numbers investigated and lead to a
very constant average

value of 0.656. Hence, comparing the region of Froude

numbers where the fourth pinch-off occurs after the third pinch off for 10mm and
12.5mm radius spheres, the average
Investigating results in the

value rises from 0.588 to 0.656.
subspace in figure 31(b) we find an evident

trend in results with sphere radius and impact speeds. At the third pinch-off onset,

was

found to have values of 100.933ms, 113.73ms, and 127.2ms for sphere sizes of 7.5mm,
10mm, and 12.5mm, respectively. This was equivalent to rises of 12.797ms and 13.47ms
for every 2.5mm increments in sphere radius, revealing that at this stage the increase in
third pinch-off times was fairly constant with sphere radius. Beyond the onset point each
sphere size showed a different behavior in results for the range of Froude numbers
investigated. While

values for the 7.5mm radius sphere slightly decreased by 4.29%,

those obtained for the 10mm radius sphere showed a small increase of 3.27%. A
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noticeable increase in

values of up to 12.78% was observed for the 12.5mm radius

sphere owing to occurrence of the third pinch-off after the fourth pinch off.
The fourth cavity pinch-off times also revealed a consistent behavior in results.
values for both the 10mm and 12.5mm sphere radii were found to decrease fairly
linearly with increase in Froude numbers. The only difference being that the onset of the
fourth pinch-off obtained for the 10mm radius sphere occurred at 127.6ms after impact
where as that for the 12.5mm radius sphere occurred at 139.13ms after impact.
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Figure 30 Third and fourth pinch-off depth versus sphere impact velocity obtained by
impact of various sphere sizes in a (20×20)cm2 cross-sectional area tank. Surface seals
were eliminated.
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Figure 31 The (a) scaled pinch-off depth (Hp⁄H) and (b) the pinch-off time τ(ms) for the
second pinch-off as a function of the Froude number produced by spheres of different
sizes. Surface seals were shielded and a (20×20)cm2 cross-sectional tank is used. The
dashed lines represent alternate carry-overs in graphs if the third and fourth pinch-offs are
distinguished by time rather than origin as in the conventional case.
.
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Chapter 5

Results: Radial profiles
5.1 Radial profiles of first pinch-offs
In this section we will investigate the influence of shielding surface seals and wall
effects on the radial collapse of cavities produced by impact of spheres of different sizes
and impact speeds.
We define the cavity radius,

as the distance between the cavity edge and axis of

symmetry (center-line of sphere), as shown in figure 32. All cavity radius distances
versus time from pinch-off are measured at the pinch-off depth level.

.

Moreover when a hydrophobic sphere impacts a water surface, the cavity at the pinchoff depth expands radially outwards, reaches a maximum distance from the center and
subsequently narrows to pinch-off. In this study we measure cavity radius,

values from

the time they reach their maximum values till the time they collapse at pinch-off, for
every experimental run. We then plot

as a function of

for cavities

with and without wall influence produced for various sphere sizes and impact speeds and
analyze the of behavior of radial cavity collapse.

5.1.1 Influence of surface seal
In figure 33, we present plots of cavity radius, rc (mm) versus time from pinch-off, tp-t
(ms) obtained by impact of three different sphere sizes at Vo=5.075m/s. Spheres are
dropped in a (50×50)cm2 cross-sectional tank to ensure the absence of wall effects. From
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tp-t=14ms

tp-t=7ms

tp-t=0ms

Figure 32 Illustration of cavity radius, rc (mm) and time from pinch-off, tp-t (ms) of a
cavity obtained by impact of a 7.5mm radius sphere at Vo=2.811m/s in a (50×50)cm2
cross-sectional tank. The first image is recorded at 35.8ms after impact and time interval
between images is 7ms. Time to pinch-offs (tp-t) have been marked.

the graphs we notice that for all sphere sizes, the cavity collapses more rapidly as the
pinch-off time approaches near. With respect to sphere size, the graph reveals two main
findings. Firstly, as the sphere size increases at a given impact velocity (and hence the
pinch-off depth), the cavity collapses at a faster rate. Secondly, the maximum cavity
radius, rc increases for larger sphere radii.
Furthermore, figure 34 shows how the cavity radius, rc (mm) develops with time from
pinch-off, tp-t (ms) produced by impacts of a 10mm radius sphere at increasing impact
velocities. Here we again note that as the sphere impact velocity increases, the cavity
collapses at a faster rate and the maximum cavity radius also increases. Essentially,
cavities with larger cavity radius collapse faster than those with a smaller cavity radius.
The faster cavity collapse rates associated with larger sphere sizes and impact speeds are
primarily related to the resulting higher pinch-off depths. As Hp rises, the hydrostatic
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pressure given by

increases which causes the cavities to collapse at faster

rates. Secondly, since larger sphere sizes and impact speeds have higher kinetic energies,
more energy can imparted to liquid for cavity formation resulting in larger maximum
cavity radii.
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Figure 33 Plot of cavity radius, rc (mm) vs time from pinch-off, tp-t (ms) for cavities
produced by impact of various sphere sizes at Vo=5.075m/s with no wall effects. Surface
seals are shielded and a (50×50)cm2 cross-sectional tank is used.

5.1.2 Influence of geometry
The influence of wall effects on the radial cavity collapse is presented in figure 35.
Here we plot the cavity radius, rc (mm) versus time from pinch-off, tp-t (ms) produced by
impacts of 7.5mm and 12.5mm radius spheres at Vo=5.075m/s in a (20×20)cm2 tank
(with wall effects) and (50×50)cm2 tank (without wall effects). Surface seals were
shielded in all experiments. Analyzing the graphs we clearly notice the presence of wall
effects to reduce the cavity collapse rate. For the 7.5mm radius sphere, the cavity under
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Figure 34 Plot of cavity radius, rc (mm) vs time from pinch-off, tp-t (ms) for cavities
produced by impact of a 10mm radius sphere at various impact velocities with no wall
effects. Surface seals are shielded and a (50×50)cm2 cross-sectional tank is used.

the influence of wall effects collapses an approximately similar amount of maximum
cavity radius distance in a larger period of time compared to the cavity not influenced by
wall effects, to result in slower cavity collapse. For the 12.5mm radius sphere, the
maximum value of the cavity radius, rc (mm) increases for cavity influenced by wall
effects. Still, this cavity takes a much larger amount of time compared to the
geometrically non-influenced cavity to result in a slower collapse rate.
Figure 36 plots the cavity radius, rc (mm) as a function of time from pinch-off, tp-t (ms)
for cavities produced by impact of a 10mm radius sphere at various impact velocities in a
(20×20)cm2 tank (with wall effects) and (50×50)cm2 tank (without wall effects).We note
an overlap of results for cavities produced with and without the influence of wall effects
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for low sphere impact velocities of Vo=1.48m/s and 2.81m/s. Hence, the influence of wall
effects on cavities produced by sphere impacts at velocities less than 2.82m/s is
negligible. In contrast, at higher impact velocities of Vo=5.075m/s and 8.4m/s, we clearly
notice the cavities collapse to occur at a much slower rate. Furthermore, maximum values
of the cavity radius, rc (mm) for cavities subjected to wall effects were observed to
increase with sphere impact speeds compared to corresponding cavities not influenced by
geometry.
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Figure 35 Plot of cavity radius, rc (mm) vs time from pinch-off, tp-t (ms) for cavities
produced by impact of two different sphere sizes at Vo=5.075m/s, with (20×20)cm2 tank)
and without (50×50)cm2 tank) wall effects. Surface seals are shielded.
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Figure 36 Plot of cavity radius, rc (mm) vs time from pinch-off, tp-t (ms) for cavities
produced by impact of a 10mm radius sphere at various impact velocities, with
(20×20)cm2 tank) and without (50×50)cm2 tank) wall effects. Surface seals are shielded.

5.2 Radial profiles of second, third and fourth pinch-offs
We plot the cavity radius, rc (mm) versus time from pinch-off, tp-t (ms) for the second,
third and fourth cavities produced by impact of a 12.5mm radius sphere at various impact
velocities in figure 37. Surface seals are shielded and a (20×20)cm2 cross-sectional tank
is used to have significant wall effects leading to multiple pinch-offs.
Analyzing the graphs in figure 37 we note several key features for the cavity collapse
at second, third and fourth pinch-offs for a given sphere size. With the exception of the
fourth pinch-offs at Vo=6.4m/s and 7.54m/s, we find the data for all other pinch-offs to
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nearly overlap as we approach the pinch-off time (tp-t < 20ms), hence showing the
collapse to occur at very similar paces. This is very understandable as for all second, third
and fourth pinch-offs, the cavity is already sealed by the first pinch-off so that the
pressure in the cavity is then fixed and no longer at atmospheric pressure. As a result, the
collapse in purely driven by hydrostatics and we would expect all second, third and
fourth pinch-off collapse rates to be similar. Though we note the fourth cavity pinch-offs
produced by impact of the 12.5mm radius sphere at Vo=6.4m/s and 7.54m/s to collapse
approximately linearly for (4ms < tp-t < 35ms) and at a lower rate for (4ms < tp-t < 20ms),
they also collapse at a similar rate to that of the second and third cavity pinch-offs for tp-t
< 4ms.
Figure 38 shows plots of cavity radius, rc (mm) versus time from pinch-off, tp-t (ms)
for the second, third and fourth cavities produced by impact of various sphere sizes at
Vo=8.4m/s. We shield the surface seals and use a (20×20)cm2 cross-sectional tank for
wall effects. From the graphs we observe a distinct trend in the cavity collapse with
increase in sphere size. Apart from the fourth cavity produced by the 10mm radius sphere
impact, the second third and fourth cavities for the 12.5mm radius sphere collapse at a
faster rate than those for the 10mm radius sphere, which in turn collapse faster than those
produced by the 7.5mm radius sphere. Hence the collapse of second and third cavities
pinch-offs, speeds up with increase in sphere radius impacting with the same impact
velocity. Furthermore, the second, third and fourth cavities for all sphere sizes collapse at
a similar pace for tp-t < 4ms due to the unanimous overlap of data in this regime.
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Figure 37 Plot of cavity radius, rc (mm) versus time from pinch-off, tp-t (ms) for second,
third and fourth cavities produced by impact of a 12.5mm radius sphere at various impact
velocities. A (20×20)cm2 cross-sectional area tank is used and surface seals are shielded.
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Figure 38 Plot of cavity radius, rc (mm) versus time from pinch-off, tp-t (ms) for second,
third and fourth cavities produced by impact of a various sphere sizes at Vo=8.4m/s. A
(20×20)cm2 cross-sectional area tank is used and surface seals are shielded.
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Chapter 6
Results: Jet structures and speeds
The cavity pinch-off is the inception point of two liquid jets, one emanating upwards
and the other in the downward direction. This jetting phenomenon is well-documented in
the literature by Gordillo & Gekle, (2010), Gekle & Gordillo, (2010), Gekle et al. (2009)
and is understood to be an example of inertial focusing. For the primary cavity pinch-off,
the jet will normally shoot up past the initial free-surface level of the liquid pool.

6.1 Observations for upward jets
6.1.1 Influence of surface seal and geometry
Figure 39(a) presents snapshots of upward travelling jets structures obtained by impact
of a

radius sphere at

and

(left-to right) without the influence of wall effects and shielding surface seals. Examining
the jet structures closely, we note the jets obtained for

to transition to a

"irregular" asymmetric structure as opposed to a single streamlined configuration,
observed at lower

values. Experiments performed at the highest impact velocity of

revealed jets to evolve into flat jets, (merging two streaks by a thin curtain
of water). These have been discussed in further detail in the next section.
In the presence of wall effects (figure 39 (b)) we note the jet structure to transit from a
streamlined to a "irregular" asymmetric structure for

. Hence this jet

structure transition occurs at an earlier impact velocity in the bounded case. In addition
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we note the jets to evolve into flat jets at

as compared to

in

the unbounded case.
It is also noteworthy to mention the jet appearance is sensitive to the smoothness and
symmetry of cavity shape. If a few droplets from the shielded surface seal splash could
not be prevented from entering and colliding with the cavity walls, disrupting the cavity
symmetry, the jet was observed not only to originate at an inclined angle but also to have
a scattered structure as compared to its counterpart from a symmetrical cavity.

(a)

20mm

67.4ms

66ms

67ms

68.8ms

69.6ms

(b)

10mm

Vo=3.687m/s

70.7ms

76.6ms

80.2ms

84.06ms

84.6ms

Figure 39 Snapshots of upward travelling jet structures following the first pinch-off of the
cavity produced by impact of a
radius sphere at
and
(Starting from the left). In (a) wall effects are
insignificant (50×50)cm2 tank) and in (b) wall effects are significant (20×20)cm2 tank). In
Vo=3.687m/s
all cases, surface
seals are shielded and time from impact has been marked.
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6.1.2 Observations for flat upward jets
Figure 40(a) presents a series of images at 1ms intervals showing the formation of a
flat jet from the first pinch-off point of a cavity produced by impact of a 10mm radius
sphere at 8.4m/s in a (20×20)cm2 cross-sectional tank. A close-up image of the flat jet
shown in the last image (rightmost) in (a) has been further magnified in (b). From these
images we clearly see the formation of a flat jet that is composed of two main veins of at
the edges held together by a curtain of fluid. At the tip of the jet, we see another short
and almost horizontal fluid vein that provides complete enclosure for the curtain. As the
jet travels upward through the open cavity, it maintains this flat structure.

6.2 Observations for downward jets
6.2.1 Influence of surface seal
In figure 41 we observe several features for cavity collapse beneath the pinch-off point
in the event of having no wall effects. Firstly, the lower cavity beneath the first pinch-off
point created by the impact of the 7.5mm radius sphere is very narrow or has a large
cavity angle (θc) compared to that of the 12.5mm sphere. This results in the formation of
a larger air pocket at the pinch-off point for the 7.5mm sphere as compared to the
12.5mm radius sphere. Following this, the lower cavity for the 7.5mm radius sphere
initially shrinks downwards at a faster rate than the emanating downward jet. The
downward jet gets engulfed by the advancing lower cavity's upper tip which dissipates a
significant amount of energy in the form of an interrupted streak of bubbles in the wake
of the lower cavity, originally meant to be imparted to the downward jet. In contrast, shri-
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(a)

10mm
(b)

Vein #1
6.5mm

Fluid curtain

Vein #2

Figure 40 (a) Images at 1ms interval showing the evolution of a flat jet produced by
impact of a 10mm radius sphere at
in a (20×20)cm2 cross-sectional tank.
The first image is taken at 81.6ms after impact. (b) shows a close-up view of the image
taken at 84.6ms from impact. Surface seals were eliminated.

-nkage of the lower cavity for the

radius sphere shows a much less prominent

bubble trail. This shows that even though some downward jet energy is dissipated, its
magnitude is much smaller compared to that in the case of the narrow cavities produced
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for small sphere sizes. These observations influence the downward jet speeds presented
later in the quantitative results section.

(a)

larger air pocket

large bubble trail (b) smaller air pocket

θc

insignificant bubble trail

θc

Figure 41 images at 0.133ms interval showing the downward jet being engulfed by the
shrinking cavity. Downward jet energy dissipates in form of bubble streaks in the wake
of the lower cavity produced by impact of a (a)
radius sphere and (b)
radius sphere, at
. A (50×50)cm2 cross-sectional tank is used and surface
seals are shielded. The first image in (a)and (b) is recorded at 55.33ms and 72.5ms,
respectively.

6.2.2 Influence of geometry
In figure 42 we present a series of images taken at 2.66ms intervals showing the
absence of the downward jet from the first pinch-off of a cavity produced by the impact
of a 10mm radius sphere at

in a (20×20)cm2 cross-sectional tank. While

we clearly see the upward jet to emanate from the pinch-off point, there is no sign of a
downward jet. The absence of the downward jets following the first pinch-off collapse in
bounded cases at a sufficiently high sphere impact speed is reasoned to the "choking" of
the lower cavity immediately after pinch-off. This choked effect results from an upward
supersonic air flow coming through the second deep seal (Gekle et al. 2010).
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Gekle et al. (2010) show that even during the cavity formation and collapse produced
by sphere impacts at low speeds of 1m/s and 2m/s, the air flow pushed out through the
cavity neck of 0.5mm and 1.2mm radii near the pinch-off point, respectively, reaches
supersonic speeds. As the neck narrows the air flow becomes faster and faster which
creates a Bernoulli suction, This reduces the pressure at the neck to a minimum of 0.6
when the air reaches a speed of Mach 1. Gekle et al. (2010) report that this reduced
pressure causes the neck to "kink". In addition, while the air flows upward through the
neck, the air at the cavity bottom flows down to create a stagnation point 5mm below the
necking region close to cavity pinch-off. The stagnation point has a pressure roughly
equal to

the while necking region has a pressure equal to 0.6 . This creates a great

perpendicular pressure gradient which results in a very strong air flow capable of drawing
liquid with it which pulls the neck upwards in the final moments of collapse.
In the bounded experiments carried out in our study, the effects referred to by Gekle et
al. (2010) have been magnified by a very large extent, due to the large volume of air
present in the portion of cavities beneath the first pinch-off depth. Compared to the
unbounded cases, a larger amount of air has to push out of the cavity neck near pinch-off
time. This results in possibly higher air flow rates and hence much lower pressures at the
necking region to create very obvious "kinks" (figure 43). This reasoning is justified by
the clear upward movement of the first pinch-off point right before its collapse due to the
vast vertical pressure gradient between the stagnation point and the necking region Gekle
et al. (2010).
More importantly, if the sphere impact speed is high enough such that the second
cavity pinch-off volume is large, the air flow through this necking region is so large that
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it immediately chokes the upper tip of the cavity beneath the first pinch-off and causes it
to expand radially outwards, rather than conventionally inwards. Since radial energy is
not present for the cavity walls to collide and form a jet, the downward jet disappears.
This cycle of air flow repeats for the second pinch-off where air rushes upwards through
the third necking causing the disappearance or decrease in downward jet velocity (figure
42).

kinks

upward jet
no downward jet

30mm

2nd neck

Figure 42 An upward traveling jet but no downward jet following the first pinch-off of a
cavity produced by impact of 10mm radius at
in a (20×20)cm2 crosssectional tank. Surface seals are eliminated and the images are shown at 2.66ms intervals.
The first image shown is recorded at 63.8ms after impact.

Kinks

Initial pinchoff depth

pinch-off
depth at
collapse

10mm

Figure 43Images at 1ms intervals showing "kinks" at the necking region and the upward
movement of the first pinch-off right before collapse. Here, a 10mm radius sphere hits the
water surface with at an impact speed of
. A (20×20)cm2 tank is used and
surface seals are shielded. The first image shown is recorded at 74.8ms after impact.
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6.3 Quantitative results for upward and downward jets
Gekle & Gordillo, (2010) identified jets created after cavity collapse by impact of solid
object with liquid surfaces to consist of three different flow structures: the "accelerating
region", where the fluid particles undergo radial deceleration and axial acceleration; the
"ballistic region", where the fluid particles have no more axial acceleration and move at
constant axial velocity and the "tip region" where the surface tension becomes important
and the jet breaks into droplets. Figure 44 cited from Gekle & Gordillo, (2010) presents a
sketch showing each of these regions in a Worthington jet created after cavity collapse.
They report that a particle transitioning from the acceleration into the ballistic region at
some time moves with a constant velocity. They show the rescaled axial jet velocity
in "the ballistic region" to be roughly constant for a given Froude
number. Also, with increase in Froude number the rescaled axial velocity increases from
a value 2.5 to 3.5 for the range of 3 ≤ Fr ≤ 92 investigated.
radial velocity

becomes zero and

is the sink strength at

is the axial velocity where
.

Here, we will examine the constant jet speeds in the "ballistic region" for an extended
range of Froude numbers and impact parameters. The jet speed, Vj (m/s), is determined
by the distance traveled by the tip of the unbroken jet in the "ballistic region" over a
small time-interval above which the jet breaks up into small droplets. As predicted by
Gekle & Gordillo, (2010), we obtain a linear motion in this region, i.e. that the jet speed
is constant which is justified by manually tracking the displacement of the unbroken jet
tip frame-by-frame.
In figure 45 we present plots of the (a) upward and (b) downward

jet speeds

emanating from the first pinch-off for cavities produced by impact of different sphere si-
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Figure 44 Sketch from Gekle & Gordillo, (2010) showing regions for each jet flow
structure. The jet base (rb , zb ) is located where the interface possesses a local minimum
and the outer region (r > rb and z < zb) covers the bulk of the fluid. The jet region is
subdivided into the acceleration, the ballistic and the tip regions. u and v denote the axial
and radial velocities, respectively.

-zes and impact speeds in (20×20)cm2 and (50×50)cm2 cross-sectional tanks. Surface
seals were eliminated in all cases. Images were analyzed at every 0.2ms and a spatial
calibration of 500µm/pixel and 106µm/pixel was used in full views and close-ups,
respectively.
Analyzing data in figure 45(a) for trends in upward jet velocities in the absence of wall
effects, we note the upward jet speed
impact velocities up to

to show slight increases for raise in sphere
. For higher sphere impact velocities, jet speeds

increase reaching maximum values of 64 to 74 m/s for

,
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depending on the sphere size. For further increase in

up till a value of 8.4m/s however,

the jet speeds show declines. These results can be explained by the fact that as the sphere
impact speed increases, the pinch-off depth naturally increases, thus the hydrostatic
pressure at the pinch-off point,
decline in

beyond

increases leading to a more explosive jet. The
can be attributed to the "irregular" asymmetric jet

structure observed in figure 40(a).
For the constrained geometry, we find maximum upward jet speeds between 35m/s and
40 m/s, which typically occur at impact speeds between 2.81m/s and 5 m/s, depending on
the sphere diameter. The jet speeds are lower than those found for the unbounded case,
since the cavity pinch-off depth is lower in the constrained geometry, which leads to a
lower hydrostatic pressure. The asymmetric and flat jet structures onset at earlier impact
speeds for larger sphere sizes and also compared to corresponding values in the
unbounded case.
Examining the downward jet velocity speeds for the unbounded case in figure 45(b)
we note maximum jet speeds between 40 and 46 m/s for impact speeds between 4.4m/s
and 5.0 m/s, for different sphere sizes. Jet speeds increase with impact speed up till this
point due to increase in pinch-off depth, hence hydrostatic pressure. At higher impact
velocities, jet speeds for the 7.5mm radius sphere show considerably larger declines due
to the prominence of jet engulfment shown in figure 41(a) and the resulting significantly
large jet energy dissipation in the form of bubbles in the cavity wake. In the bounded
case, we find the maximum jet speeds to be lower, especially for larger sphere radii.
Downward jets completely disappear for the 12.5mm and 10mm radius sphere at impact
velocities of 5.075 and 6.4m/s due to the choking of the lower cavity tip immediately
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after pinch-off by shown in figure 43. Finally, jet velocities in the downward direction are
lower compared to those in the upward direction.
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Figure 45 Plots the (a) upward and (b) downward jet speeds emanating from the first
pinch-off for cavities produced by impact of different sphere sizes and impact speeds in
(20×20)cm2 and (50×50)cm2 cross-sectional area tanks. Surface seals were eliminated in
all cases.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
In this study we investigated transient cavity dynamics produced by impact of
hydrophobic spheres on water surfaces for an extended range of Froude numbers of
. For

the cavity surface seals before the deep seal (cavity

pinch-off) causing a spray of droplets

to enter and collide with the cavity walls,

disrupting cavity dynamics. To prevent this, we presented a novel practice of using
conical splash-guards to completely eliminate surface seals and study the undisturbed
cavity dynamics for a higher regime of Froude numbers compared to Duclaux et al.
(2007). In addition, we investigated wall effects on cavity formation using smaller impact
tanks of 400cm2 cross-sectional area.
For the unbounded case with eliminated surface seals, the pinch-off depths increased
linearly with sphere impact speeds and the scaled pinch-off depths,
maximum Froude numbers of

agreed remarkably well with the theoretical prediction

of 0.5 by Duclaux et al. (2007) for

. When surface seals were not eliminated,

the increase in pinch-off depths ceased for
from

to

up till

and

values declined

. For the bounded (wall effects) experiments with eliminated surface

seals, the pinch-off depths did not increase linearly with sphere impact speeds and were
comparatively lower than those in unbounded cases for

. Pinch-off depths

were found to be lower when surface seals were not eliminated in this regime.
Interestingly,

values overlapped and were not influenced by surface seal

elimination for bounded cases.
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Analyzing cavity pinch-off times for the unbounded case with surface seal elimination,
steady

values for a higher regime of Froude numbers

agreed

remarkably well with the cavity pinch-off times for hydrophobic sphere impacts
determined by Duclaux et al. (2007) as
surface seals were not shielded,

for

values declined for

. When the
, where the maximum

decline occurred for the smallest sphere size. In the event of bounded cavities,

values

for the surface seal cavities declined whilst those for the non-surface seal cavities rose for
. The rise was found to be the greatest for the 12.5mm radius sphere which
represented the most constrained with

.

In the presence of wall effects with surface seal elimination we noted formation of
multiple pinch-off points which occur in a sequential order depending on sphere impact
speed and size. Pinch-off depths for the second

, third

and fourth

cavities were found to increase linearly with sphere impact velocities.

and

values for all spheres sizes were found to be within a range of

and

, while.

values obtained for the 10mm and 12.5mm radius sphere varied

between

for the range of Froude numbers investigated.

Furthermore. the second and third pinch-off times,

and

declined linearly, stayed

constant and increased with increase in Froude number for sphere radii of
,

and

, respectively.

values decreased fairly linearly with

increase in Froude numbers. Hence, beyond a certain impact velocity, the fourth pinchoffs occurred at an earlier time and lower depth than the third pinch-offs. For the 12.5mm
radius sphere this impact velocity was found to be

.
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Our study of the radial cavity collapse at the first pinch-off depth for unbounded cases
with surface elimination revealed the cavities to collapse faster for larger spheres and
impact speeds, hence bigger pinch-off depths. In the bounded case, the collapse rates
reduced compared to those in the unbounded case for each sphere size and at impact
speeds

. In addition to the first pinch-offs, radial collapse of the second,

third and fourth cavity pinch-offs were also analyzed in the bounded case with eliminated
surface seals. Generally, the second and third cavities collapsed at similar rates for given
sphere size, irrespective of impact speeds and collapsed faster for larger sphere sizes.
Near the pinch-off time i.e tp-t < 4ms, all (2nd, 3rd and 4th) cavities collapsed at the same
rate.
Jet speeds were measured in the "ballistic region"(constant speed region) identified by
Gekle & Gordillo, (2010). For unbounded cases with surface seal elimination upward jet
speeds increased to a maximum with increase in sphere impact velocity up till
, due to an increase in hydrostatic pressure at pinch-off depth. At
higher impact velocities, we observed an "irregular" asymmetric jet which was reasoned
to cause a decline in jet speeds noted. For bounded cavities the jet speeds were found to
be lower due to lower pinch-off depths and hence lower hydrostatic pressures.
Downward jet speeds in the unbounded case with surface seal elimination also
increased with sphere impact speeds, reaching maximum values at
. This is again attributed to the increased hydrostatic pressure as the pinch-off
depth increases. At higher impact velocities the jet speeds declined due to jet engulfment
(section 6.2.1) which is prominent for small spheres. We also noted the complete
disappearance of the downward jets in bounded cases with surface elimination at
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threshold velocities of

and

for the 12.5mm and 10mm radius (section

6.2.2). This was attributed to the immediate choking of the upper tip of the cavity beneath
pinch-off due to an upward supersonic air flow through the necking region beneath
(Gekle et al. 2010). "kinks" at the first necking region of bounded cavities were also
observed for

due to a reduced air pressure at the neck location (Gekle et

al. 2010).
In conclusion, the elimination of surface seals by splash guards allowed us to
accurately analyze transient cavity dynamics at high Froude numbers. We experimentally
showed that the theoretical predicted 1/2 law by Duclaux et al. (2007) and the pinch-off
time determined as

is also valid for high Froude number impacts up to

In stark contrast, bounding the cavities in a (20×20)cm2 tank with surface seal
elimination causes the pinch-off times to rise with increase in impact speed and sphere
size and additionally result in multiple pinch-offs. Future research work in this matter
should hence be aimed at determining the transient cavity dynamics for a systematic
increase wall effects with surface seal elimination.
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Appendices
9.1 Cone splash-guard design

Figure 46 Engineering drawing for the cone splash-guard to be used with a 7.5mm
radius sphere

